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SO YOU’VE DECIDED TO  SAVE THE EARTH 

You already know all this of course. 

The so-called “Post-Human” Lexites leaving Earth a few years ago had us all glued to our 

Qualias.  The on again, off again political wrangling by you-know-who about funding the Star 

Control project had the effect of delaying not just the completion of the Star Control orbital 

station but the entire Vindicator project. 

But here we are.  You’ve been reinstated as the Captain of the prototype Vindicator.  Now we 

just need you and your crew to go off and save the Earth.  No pressure. 

YOUR SHIP 

 

  

The Vindicator class is approximately 310 meters long.  Its primary propulsion system is the Mark 

I Emdrive which allows it travel from Earth to Jupiter in only 14 hours.  As advanced as the Emdrive 

is, the most important feature of the ship is its still-classified gravity channeling technology that 

provides inertia dampening.  

Welcome to your ship. 

  



GAME BACKGROUND 

Many years ago, there was a trilogy of DOS space games from Accolade called Star Control.  

What made them special was a combination of cool space battles integrated with space 

exploration and story. The classic trilogy has occasionally been referred to as “the best Star Trek 

game ever.” 

  

Since that time, other games of the genre have been released or are in development, including 

Mass Effect, Space Rangers, Elite Dangerous, and Star Citizen.  Each game approaches the 

balance between exploration, story, and combat differently, which is what makes each of them 

so unique. 

Star Control: Origins is a reboot of the Star Control franchise.  It is not a prequel. It is also not a 

continuation of the stories from the classic game.   

You do not need to be familiar with the classic series to enjoy it.  It takes place in our universe in 

the year 2088 and follows a very different timeline based on where we are in 2018.  On the other 

hand, if you are a fan of the classic series, you can still look forward to eventually meeting the 

Arilou, Chenjesu, Spathi and other species related to the Star Control series but this is not their 

story.  This is your story. 

 

  



WHAT IS THIS GAME ANYWAY? 

Star Control is…an adventure game? An exploration game? An action game? Let’s go with space 

RPG. 

You are the captain of Earth’s first ship that can travel into interstellar space.  It’s not a pretty 

situation, though; the ship has been cobbled together out of necessity. An emergency has 

arisen, and an alien signal is reaching us. 

The primary gameplay elements are: 

1. Solar System exploration 

2. Planetary Exploration 

3. Alien Dialog 

4. Ship Combat 

5. Hyperspace Travel 

6. Ship Upgrading 

The game is a unique combination of all of these experiences. 

 

TIPS & TRICKS 

 

1. Camera: You can use 1,2,3,4 to change the camera distance. 

2. Difficulty. You can change the difficulty at any time by going to the options menu (Esc). 

3. UI. You can hide the UI at any time by hitting F2. 

4. Ctrl-S will Quick-Save. 

5. Documentation is available via the Codex but a separate manual will be available by 

release day. 

6. Ask Questions: www.starcontrol.com forums are a great place to ask questions on 

quests and such. 
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IMMERSION VS. TRANSPARENCY 

 

As Captain of Earth’s first interstellar starship, your choices will have dramatic consequences to 

the future of Earth.  However, these consequences are not immediately apparent because Star 

Control does not display any of the hundreds of variables (and this number increases) that the 

game takes into account when determining those consequences. 

 

Figure 1: Our job is to make your choices seem natural. 

There are no reputation meters; no charisma variable; no morality alignment bar.  Under the 

covers, the writers create and use hundreds of different variables to help craft a story that is 

unique to your style of play.   

When we do our jobs right, your choices seem natural.  Your choices often will give you the 

same response but will change an underlying variable that might have some small (or large) 

effect later.  The goal is to make sure the story feels coherent and not feel like a “choose your 

own adventure”. 

Star Control: Origins has multiple paths to ultimate victory or defeat.  Our job is to make the 

player feel like their choices felt like the single best possible story they could experience. 



RELEASE NOTES 

1. The game will launch with support for English, French, German and Russian language 

localization, with Finnish, Norwegian, Portuguese-Brazil, Simplified Chinese, and Spanish 

coming shortly after launch.  (Italian and Polish are expected later this year.)   

 

 

QUESTIONS AND THANKS 

 

This is Stardock’s biggest game yet, and one we’re thrilled to share with fans on September 20. 

There are more materials including screen shots, videos, and our feature list at the Star Control: 

Origins press site at https://www.starcontrol.com/press 

If you have any questions as you play through the game, don’t hesitate to reach out to us at 

press@stardock.com or your direct contact. 

Thanks, have fun, and please – save the Earth – by any means necessary! 

 

The team at Stardock 
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